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Specifications.
TYPE: Desktop, bimode, microfilm scanner.

FILM TYPE: Positive scans from both negative and positive film.

LENS ASSEMBLIES: Single 12X or Dual (optional).

FILM CARRIERS standard: 4" x 6" (105mm x 148mm) fiche carrier.

FILM CARRIERS optional:
Manual or motorized combination 16/35mm roll film/fiche/aperture card.

OPERATING SYSTEMS PC Mode: Windows 98SE, 2000, XP.

RESOLUTION: 300DPI x 600DPI max, selectable.

SCAN SPEED (each scan): 9 seconds at 150DPI. 

POWER: 120VAC 50/60Hz or 240VAC 50/60Hz, specify when ordering.

DIMENSIONS (H X W X D) and WEIGHT: 
22" x 17" x 20", 35lbs (558mm x 432mm x 508mm, 16kg).
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ScanPro 35

ScanPro 35 with  Aperture Card Carrier
Showing "A" sized drawing on View Screen

Lowest cost solution for scanning large microfilm images
Easy USB connection to your computer
Easy to install, easy to use, and fits almost anywhere
Use with Windows 98SE,  2000, or XP
Absolute minimum number of steps to complete a scan
Connect to your PC and e-mail, fax, network, store, print 
all of your microfilmed documents
Print final scans to large paper for easy viewing

Low Cost Solution for Low Volume Applications
The ScanPro35 is a low cost microfilm scanner for large size images stored on microfilm.  Typical 
images are engineering drawings, architectural drawings, and newspapers.  The Auto ImageAssembler 
software provided with the ScanPro35 makes it possible to scan microfilm images that are larger than 
what will fit on the ScanPro35 view screen by using multiple scans. These multiple scans are then 
automatically assembled into a final seamless image that can be viewed and printed to larger paper.

Auto ImageAssembler Software
The Auto ImageAssembler Software is designed to specifically work with scans from microfilm.  It utilizes 
the industry standard photo assembling software, PanaVueä to provide a seamless final image with an 
absolute minimum number of steps, every time. It is as easy as 1-2-3.

Example:
"D" sized
drawing
(requires 2 scans)

Locate the left side 
of the image on the 
view screen and 
complete the scan

Locate the right side 
of the image on the 
view screen and 
complete the scan

Your completed
scan

ScanPro35 with
16/35mm roll film carrier
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